Abstract
The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR) obligates states to "take steps individually and through
international assistance and co-operation . .. to the maximum of [their]
available resources" to realize the right to health. This obligation,
however, is often dismissed because (1) realizing rights through
"international assistance" is thought to intrude on state sovereignty and
(2) it is impossible to say what is demanded by the "maximum of . . .
available resources." These problems can be circumvented by "reading
down" the mutual assistance clause, so that it demands only that steps
be taken on a state's own territory, with its pecuniary resources.
Industrialized states could use public funds to research diseases such as
malaria, AIDS, and tuberculosis, but they have failed to consider their
ICESCRobligations in making science funding decisions. These failures
point to ubiquitous and grievous violations of international law.
LePacte InternationalRelatif aux Droits Economiques,Sociaux et Culturels
oblige l'etat a "agir,tant par son effort propre que par l'assistance et la
cooperationinternationales ... au maximum de ses ressourcesdisponibles,"
afin de garantirle droit a la sante. Cette obligation, toutefois, est souvent
neglig6e et ceci parce que (1) assurer ces droits "parl'assistance et la
cooperationinternationales"peut etre considere comme un ingerence dans
les affaires d'un e'tatsouverain et (2) il est impossible de savoir ce que l'on
entend par l'expression "au maximum de ses ressources disponibles." On
peut contourner ces problemes si l'on interprete la clause d'assistance
mutuelle de maniere a ce qu'elle n 'exigede l'etat qu'il ne prenne des mesures
qu'a l'int6rieur de son territoire, avec ses propresmoyens financiers. Les
etats industrialises pourraient se servir de fonds publics pour financer la
recherchesurles maladies telles que le paludisme, le SIDA et la tuberculose
mais ces etats ne remplissentpas les obligationsstipul6esparle Pacte lorsque
sont prisesles decisions de financement de la recherche.Ces lacunes mettent
en 6vidence de nombreuses et graves violations du droit international.
El Pacto Internacional de Derechos Economicos, Sociales y Culturales
obliga a los Estados a "adoptarmedidas, tanto por separadocomo mediante
la asistencia y la cooperacion internacionales ... hasta el maximo de los
recursos de que disponga," para poner en prtacticael derecho a la salud.
Sin embargo, esta obligaci6n a menudo se desestima porque (1) poner en
practica los derechos a traves de "la asistencia y la cooperaci6n
internacionales" se toma como una intromisi6n a la soberanfa del estado;
y (2) es imposible decir que es lo que se exije por "elmaximo de los recursos
de que disponga." Estos problemas se pueden sortear si se "interpreta"la
clausula de ayuda mutua, de manera que exija que estas medidas se tomen
s6lo en el propio territorio del estado, con sus recursos monetarios. Los
estados industrializados podrfan usar fondos pu'blicos para estudiar
enfermedades tales como la malaria, el SIDA, la tuberculosis, pero no han
tomado en cuenta sus obligaciones con el Pacto, en lo que se refiere a
tomar decisiones para financiar estudios cientificos. Estas fallas apuntan
a constantes y graves violaciones a la ley internacional.
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O

f all the grotesque inequities that prevail in the

world, that of health is arguablythe most offensive. Nothing
is more likely to distinguish a five-year-old in (say) Guinea
from one in Great Britain. The latter is likely to be alive,
healthy, and the object of adoration by its family; the former,
on the other hand, will simply be fortunate not to be dead.
The desperateness of health in the developing world is
readily borne out in statistics, whose impact on the readeris
rather numbing out of the terrible truth which the numbers
unerringly evince. For instance, the average British child at
birth can expect a full 76 years of life; the Guinean child can
expect only 44 years.' Much of this disparity relates to the
comparative unavailability of medical interventions in lessdeveloped nations. And as this article argues, more is caused
by the near abandonment by the biomedical establishment
of research on diseases endemic to the developing world.
A further few examples illustrate the disparity. By one
year of age, the British child is 90% likely to have been vaccinated against measles-a token, cautionary gesture against a
disease that had been 99% eradicated in Britain before vaccination even commenced in the 1960s.2 By contrast, the
Guinean one-year-old is only 40% likely to have received a
measles vaccine, even though the disease is endemic to
Guinea and among the biggest killers of children there.3
If the question of the availability of a mere vaccine for
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one disease does not seem significant, this is only one telling
difference among many. Each year of life brings forwardnew,
and potentially fatal, diseases of childhood. Unsurprisingly,
it is the British child who is better able to fend off these risks.
Whatever the differential advantages the British child enjoys
in survivorship, they are cumulative, and in the course of a
life they are fantastically significant. Over 99 % of British
children will survive to their fifth birthday, whereas 27% of
Guinean children will not.4 To put it another way, the staggering child mortality Guinea endures on a countrywide basis is reflected in the median age at death: For Britain, it is an
elderly 77; in Guinea, it is, pathetically, only two.5
The Guineans who survive these treacherous early years
continue to lead lives at risk. Diseases like malaria, tuberculosis, and schistosomiasis are prevalent in sub-SaharanAfrica and routinely kill or debilitate in the prime of life, often
depriving the family of a breadwinner and jeopardizing the
health and well-being of all concerned. Only a handful of scientists the world over are employed to research these diseases. Cardiovascular disease, Alzheimer's, and cancer, by
comparison, tend to afflict the British when they are quite
old and well beyond the child-rearingyears. Truly a legion of
scientists, in academia and industry both, find their life's work
in cracking the mysteries of these diseases.
The tragedy of agonizingly frequent illness and early
death is no less than a backdrop before which African life
constantly labors. Science and technology are conspicuously
absent in changing this deplorable state of affairs.
In a century marked by progress in both the health sciences and the recognition of human rights, it is reasonable to
ask whether a useful nexus exists between the two in breaking the developing world's intractable health problems. It is
an article of faith in Western society that scientific research
has enabled us to understand diseases and their causes, so
that we have markedly improved our well-being in very little
time. Leaving aside the question of whether one agrees with
that science-driven causality (and there can be good reasons
to disagree), the fact is that scientists do little research on
the health problems of the developing world.6 Diseases like
malaria and tuberculosis, which kill millions each year and
make others very ill, receive almost trifling research funding
28
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from national research councils and other state funding agencies. The problem is summed up nicely by the Commission
on Health Research for Development:
An estimated93 percentof the world'sburdenof preventablemortality(measuredas yearsof potentiallife lost)occursin the developingworld. Yet,of the $30billionglobal
investmentin health researchin 1986,only 5 percentor
$1.6billionwasdevotedspecificallyto thehealthproblems
of developingcountries.Foreachyearof potentiallife lost
in the industrialised
world,morethan200 times as much
is spenton healthresearchas is spentforeachyearlost in
the developingworld.7
The magnitude of the inequity, coupled with the prejudice this causes to people's lives, suggests that health research
should be a human rights issue of the highest priority.
The thesis of this article is to argue that the right to
health, which is recognized in international law, obliges states
to readjust their scientific research priorities and funding to
address more equitably the diseases of the developing world.
The argument is conducted in three parts. First, I consider
the legal sources of a right to health and argue that state obligations respecting that right must be construed
transnationally, so that the beneficiaries of the right include
nationals of foreign states. Second, I discuss a few methods
to measure states' compliance with their international obligations respecting health. Third, I apply these methods to
query the adequacy of states' research programs and budgets
dedicated to diseases of the developing world. I conclude that
in managing their scientific research priorities, states give
outrageously little consideration to their obligations under
international law.

State Obligations Respecting Health: For Whom?
There is in international law a little-noticed right to
health. Neither academics nor states have weighed the right
with the consideration it deserves, and accordingly some effort must be spent merely to rescue the right from the obscurity into which it has slid. This is surprising, as the right
inhabits some of the best known human rights treaties, and
an entire United Nations body, the World Health Organization, is dedicated to the effective and equitable provision of
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health, which is in substance the raison d'etre of the right.
As with many rights, the right to health is formulated
somewhat differently in each of the treaties in which it appears. As a least common denominator, these always declare
that a person is entitled to certain fundamentals which are
essential to health. In better-developed codifications this entitlement is elaborated on in a normative or quasi-legislative
sense, so that it becomes possible to discern not only the
bare entitlement, but the cognate obligations that states undertake to realize health rights for all.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights first articulated a right to health.8 It reads, at Article 25:
Everyonehasthe rightto a standardof livingadequate
forthe healthandwell-beingof himselfandhis family,includingfood,clothing,housingandmedicalcareandnecessarysocialservices....
This language is typical of the Declaration in that it is no
more than exhortatory. Notably, it creates a right, appertaining to "everyone," that is not supported by a corresponding
governmental obligation of any sort.9Despite this omission,
the Declaration does have some legal effect as a source of
moral authority, and it has been cited approvingly in municipal law.'0 But laudable as that may be, the Declaration lacks
the normativity that would answer the question, "What exactly is the right to health, and who is its proponent?" The
Declaration merely avers states' aspirations (taken with varying degrees of sincerity) to provide every person with, inter
alia, a decently endowed, salubrious standardof living. It decidedly does not say that a state will be judged, much less
taken to task, for failing to make it so."
The creation of state obligations at a global level in any
meaningful sense waited nearly another two decades for the
codification of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).12,13 It has been
accurately said that the Covenants "together legislate essentially what the Universal Declaration had declared."''4Both
are widely subscribed to, and as such the rights they enshrine are at the heart of international human rights law.'5
30
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The Covenants were created to inject some normativity into
the exhortatory rights of the Declaration.16
Among the international instruments that create a right
to health, the ICESCR contains the most substantive content, in Article 12.17That article proclaims the right, establishes a standard to which it will be realized, and lists the
steps to be taken by states in its furtherance:
12.1. The States Partiesto the present Covenant recognize
the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standardof physical and mental health.
12.2.The stepsto be takenby the StatesPartiesto the present
Covenant to achieve the full realisation of this right shall
include those necessary for:
a. The provision for the reduction of the stillbirth-rate
and of infant mortality and for the healthy development
of the child;
b. The improvementof all aspects of environmentaland
industrialhygiene;
c. The prevention, treatment and control of epidemic,
endemic, occupational and other diseases;
d. The creation of conditions which would assure to all
medical service and medical attention in the event of
sickness.
This is all striking language, and it must be carefully
dissected before considering whether its meaning is consonant with the rest of the ICESCR and the interpretation the
ICESCR has elsewhere received.
The Article 12 right is tremendously ambitious in scope.
It provides that the right to health inures to "everyone" and
that everyone should enjoy the "highest attainable standard"
of well-being. No other right in the ICESCR is framed in such
superlative language. Article 7, which protects workers' rights,
only aspires to creating "just and favourable conditions of
work." Even Article 11, which protects rights related to quality of life, aims no higher than "an adequate standard of living ... including adequate food, clothing and housing."
The top billing that the right to health enjoys in the
ICESCR makes sense when one considers the centrality of
health to civil society: no state has achieved prosperity and
greatness on the backs of an ailing populace. There is a horizontal and mutual relationship between the state of a
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citizenry's health and the prosperity of a society or state, and
a sickly people are simultaneously causal and symptomatic
of an infirm state.'8 The unity of this nexus is recognized by
the obligation on states in Article 12.2.c to take preventative
steps in addressing disease. It is echoed again in singling out
infant and child health for protection in Article 12.2.a-a
matter so imperative that a state failing this obligation endangers not so much its social fabric as its fiber.
It is hard to overstate how terribly useful these obligations would be in grappling with real world diseases, if only
they were taken seriously by states. Take the case of malaria:
It is an endemic scourge of most tropical nations, is rarely
fatal except where medical services are grossly inadequate, is
lethal to children far more frequently than adults, and is undeniably better prevented than cured. It is therefore tempting to consider what reliance the people of the world, who
are the ultimate beneficiaries of a right to health, may place
on state obligations.
But where the attainment of obligations necessitates the
disposition of a state's carefully husbanded resources, legal
questions invariably arise. Two such questions readily come
to mind. The first is to whom in particular do states owe
their ICESCR obligations? States have their allies and foes,
and some recipients can be more palatable than others. The
second is to what extent do these obligations make demands
on a state's resources: will the state only have to make certain of its resources available, such as its biomedical research
budget, or will it have to marshal every resource it can reasonably muster? The answer to the first question necessitates a wide look at the construction of the ICESCRand the
principle of state sovereignty. And the second question, which
is less clear-cut, touches on ideas of distributive justice between the South and the North. Both questions are diabolically contentious, and therefore exciting.
Are States Obliged to Promote Health Abroad?
International law, once a strict "law of states," has in
this century grown to accommodate "naturalpeople" as subjects with rights of their own.'9 Yet it remains a live question
whether international law can oblige a state to act positively
for the benefit of aliens in a different state's territorial juris32
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diction. The fulfillment of such transnational obligations
seems likely to offend the principle of state sovereignty, and
there is an awkward problem in reconciling tensions between
these two concerns. The problem comes up, inevitably, in
interpreting the scope of state obligations under the ICESCR.
On its face, the ICESCRseems to indicate that states do
owe obligations to aliens abroad. Consider Article 2 of the
treaty, which discusses, inter alia, "international assistance":
2.1.EachStatePartyof thepresentCovenantundertakesto
takesteps,individuallyandthroughinternational
assistance
andcooperation,especiallyeconomicandtechnical,to the
maximumof its availableresources,with a view to achievingprogressively
thefullrealisationofthe rightsrecognized
in the presentCovenantby all appropriate
means,including particularlythe adoptionof legislativemeasures.
2.2. The StatesPartiesto the presentCovenantundertake
to guaranteethatthe rightsenunciatedin the presentCovenantwill be exercisedwithoutdiscrimination
of anykind
as to race,colour,sex, language,religion,politicalor other
opinion,nationalor social origin,property,birthor other
status.
The language of "international assistance and co-operation" is not included gratuitously in the ICESCR.It is, rather,
a meaningful affirmation that a state must not treat Covenant rights autonomously: in pledging to undertake steps
for the "full realization" of Covenant rights, a state is bound
to do so both at home and abroad.20Where Covenant rights
inure to individuals (recall that the Article 12 right to health
inures to "everyone"), the undertaking to assist internationally touches on aliens outside a state's jurisdiction. Further
support for this interpretation is found in Article 2.2, which
equitably levels one's entitlement to Covenant rights irrespective of "national or social origin . . . or other status,"
notwithstanding that states' abilities to autonomously provide for such rights is anything but level. In all, the ICESCR
provides a sound textual basis to conclude that state obligations extend to aliens outside the state's own jurisdiction.
This view is hardly uncontroverted in the international
human rights field. Louis Henkin interprets Article 2 as support for the proposition that "the [ICESCR]and other human
rights conventions ... clearly imply that a state's obligations
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are to its own inhabitants."21 Henkin grounds his conclusion
on the principle of state sovereignty (or what he calls "the
state system"), as this passage illustrates:
The failureof the internationalhuman rightsmovement to
addressthe responsibilityof a state for human rights of persons in other states may reflect only the realitiesof the state
system. States arenot ordinarilyin a position either to violate or to supportthe rights of personsin other states. States
arereluctantto submit their human rightsbehaviorto scrutiny by other states; states are reluctant to scrutinize the
behaviorof other states in respect of their own inhabitants;
surely, states arereluctant to incur heavy costs for the sake
of rights of persons in other countries....

Therefore, hu-

man rights in another state are not the explicit concern of
international human rights law.22
All of this seems perfectly accurate: states are, at least in
principle, skittish about meddling in one another's affairs.
But is the legendary guardedness of states reason enough to
vitiate obligations that the ICESCR creates on its face? Henkin
admits there can be exceptions that circumvent the state sovereignty problem:
Another state can help to give effect to some economicsocial rights-the right to food, education, health care and
an adequatestandardof living-without forcible intervention, merely by financial aid to the local government ...
and, as the Third Worldhas insisted in its campaignfor an
New International Economic Order. . . wealthy states are

thereforemorally obligatedand should be legally obligated
to help the poorerstates [emphasisadded].23
Notably, the exceptions are in the provision of financial
aid for promoting health and other aspects of general welfare!24 That states do routinely finance foreign projects for
those purposes is a trite fact of state practice.25 For instance,
each year donor states plan how much they shall disburse
abroad in health aid; this information is then shared with
recipient states, who budget that same amount as revenue
for their domestic health budgets.26 With coordinated practices such as this, one could almost be forgiven for thinking
that ongoing foreign aid disbursals are not so much ex gratia
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as tacit acceptance of a duty to assist internationally.
Finally, there may be categories of international assistance even less contentious than foreign aid, because they
avoid Henkin's "state system" problem altogether: consider
works or projects carried out entirely within a state's own
jurisdiction for the benefit of another state. A theoretical example may be if a donor state undertook a research program
on a problem of particular interest to a recipient state, so as
to aid the latter in the progressive realization of a Covenant
right.27Provided that such a research programwere executed
entirely domestically, there could be no question of offending the recipient state's sovereignty.28
Because science is a shared endeavor, a res communis, it
can easily happen that researchdone in one country may flow
to the benefit of another, including, inter alia, research aimed
at "the prevention, treatment and control of epidemic, endemic, occupational and other diseases."29In particular, biomedical and public health research can offer a convenient
means for a state to realize the advancement of health rights
in another state, consistent with its obligations under the
ICESCR.The fruits of such research may include new interventions, such as treatments or prophylactic measures, or
improved protocols for delivering existing interventions, for
instance by making a treatment more effective or affordable.
There is even support within the ICESCR for scientific research to serve such ends: Article 15.1.b enshrines a "right of
everyone . . . to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and
its applications." Also, Article 23 mentions that "the furnishing of technical assistance" shall be among the actions
states take internationally to achieve Covenant rights. Other
UN documents contain similar language.30
To summarize, in the contentious question of whether the
ICESCRobliges states to progressivelyrealize Covenant rights
for aliens outside the state's jurisdiction, the answer is clearly
yes, providing that state sovereignty is respected. This is certainly the case where the resourcesand management employed
to meet the international obligation are wholly domestic and
located in the donorstate. A state's control over its own domestic scientific researchprogramis an example of such a case.
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How Intrusive Will the Fulfillment of ICESCR
Obligations Be?
If there is a weakness in the ICESCRon which commentators agree, it is the wording of the so-called "resource
phrase" in Article 2.1, which requires that a State Party undertake obligations "to a maximum of its available resources,
with a view to achieving progressively . .. the rights recognized in the present Covenant." It is a maddeningly ambiguous phrase, and it unhappily inhabits one of the most important parts of the treaty. One writer has expressed his frustration with it this way:
It is a difficultphrase-two warringadjectivesdescribing
anundefinednoun."Maximum"
standsforidealism;"available"standsfor reality."Maximum"is the swordof huis the wiggleroomforthe
manrightsrhetoric;"available"
state.31

To which one might properly add, "what is a resource,
anyway?" The trouble is that, depending on the meaning one
ascribes to the resource phrase, the ICESCRis either a compelling document or a vague paperlion amenable to state evasion.
Treatylanguagesuch as the resourcephrase does not arise
without a reason; indeed, the travaux preparatoires reveal a
long and baroque struggle in its drafting.32Various linguistic
interpretations of the resource phrase have been advanced,
ranging from the optimistic to the dismissive and even the
If we are to be pragmatic and judge by what the
rabid.333435
treaty has wrought since it came into force, then it seems the
vagueness of the resource phrase has gone a long way toward
paralyzing the treaty. But even that realization need not rob
the phrase of its evocation of distributive justice-a result
that the draftersof the treaty, speaking through the travaux,
undoubtedly set out to achieve.36To now salvage a workable
meaning out of the vagueness would, in fact, give belated
effect to the treaty's intentions. How best to do so?
A corollary to there being an eluctable meaning to the
phrase is that there must be a practicable way of measuring a
state's compliance with its obligations under the treaty. By
concentrating on measuring compliance, the meaning of the
phrase itself can usefully be brought into focus. After all, of
36
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what utility is a meaning of the phrase that does not enable
one to answer whether a state's use of resources is in compliance with the obligation to progressively realize Covenant
rights? Any sensible meaning of the phrase surely must lend
itself to that task.
Attractive as this sounds, measuring compliance is an
onerous task in itself. It is, inevitably, about the state's discretionary use of resources, and states bluster when asked
too pointedly to justify their resource use. Nor has the problem of compliance measurement received the attention it
deserves from writers.37Robert Robertson, who has considered it most thoroughly, believes that compliance monitoring cannot prescribe which resources are relevant to the measurement, but can at best suggest which resources, among
several, may be relevant. He proposes five categories of resources: human, technological, informational, natural, and
financial. Robertson argues that compliance measurement
must particularize the kinds of resources evaluated to the
Covenant right in question, for the reason that the realization of different Covenant rights will present different resource needs. Consequently, compliance measurement requires an exercise of discretion in deciding which kinds of
resources are relevant to the Covenant right in question; and
it is the sum of resources of the chosen kinds that indicates
whether a state is complying with its ICESCRobligations.38
But this kind of proposal is largely tautologous with the problem of vagueness: there could be endless and paralyzing debate about which resources are germane to compliance measurement and which are extraneous.39 However sensible
Robertson's approachis, it risks merely substituting one sort
of disagreement for another.
One solution to this problem is to "readdown" and simplify how we measure compliance-and, by extension, the
meaning of the phrase itself. Where the travaux or academic
writers make it clear that some kind of resource is admissible and thus "partof the story" in measuring state compliance, we may try to rely on that kind of resource exclusively,
making it the whole story. Of course, this will not always be
a reasonable simplification, but where it is at least tolerable
there will be two practical advantages.40First, debate over
the kinds of resources relevant to compliance measurement
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is done away with. Second, and more importantly, by looking at only a single kind of resource, we systematically underestimate what a wealthy state could contribute in assisting a poorer state to realize its Covenant rights. If it turns
out that the wealthy state's contributions are stingy even in
the light of this simplification, then the wealthy state would
be prima facie in default of its ICESCRobligations.4' Admittedly, this reading-down strategy deprives the ICESCRof its
fullest expression and application, but it does clarify the
treaty's normative value, and that makes it attractively easy
to spot egregious defaulters.
Given the above proposal, it is helpful to consider the
discussions on the resource phrase in the travaux as an indication of the kinds of resources that may speak to compliance measurement. Surprisingly, delegates from both industrialized and developing countries expressed the opinion that
in ascertaining "availableresources," it would be permissible
to look at, and even beyond, government expenditures and
budgets. In the words of the Lebanese delegate, "the reference [to resources] was to the real resources of the country
The Chilean delegate
and not to budgetary appropriations."42
said that it would not do for governments to hide behind the
fig leaf of minute budgetary allocations. France stated that
"resources of a state should be interpreted broadly to include
budgetary appropriations and also technical assistance, international co-operation and other elements." In this decade,
the Special Rapporteuron the Realization of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has voiced a similar opinion, as has
It would therefore seem that if we were to conRobertson.43'44
fine compliance measurement to financial resources manifested in national budgetary appropriations, we would be
safely within the scope of resources that states considered
available for the purposes of satisfying their ICESCRobligations.45 We would have readdown the meaning of the resource
phrase in a manner that we confidently know to be consistent
with the travaux. By that rationale,we would averthat in 1990,
the industrialized world's available resources for biomedical
and clinical research were approximately US$17 billion.46
It is difficult to overstate that in adopting budgetary appropriations as an authoritative measure of a state's "avail38
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able resources we are actually giving states tremendous
deference. Potentially huge resources in fiscal or human capital arebeing excused from availability, as arenatural resources
and less tangible technological or informational resources.
Also, we are giving national governments the benefit of the
doubt that what they do spend on budget items is as much as
they can spend.47In other words, we are refraining from asking the prying question of whether the budgetary appropriation for any given purpose is, as a quantum, truly "the maximum ... of available resources" the state has at its disposal
for that purpose.48
Above all, for the purposes of measuring compliance with
a state's international assistance obligations under Article 2
of the ICESCR, we are resolving the linguistic ambiguity of
Article 2 to the advantage of the donor state. On that most
favorablebasis, it becomes feasible to measure and confidently
judge donor state compliance with the ICESCR.49

Benchmarking Distributive Justice in Biomedical
Research
Once we have elected to judge compliance in the light of
public research budgets, the question arises for developed
states of how much to fund research benefiting the state's
own population, as against research primarily or exclusively
benefiting the populations of developing states (herein after
"foreignpriority research").In other words, of all that a state
spends to realize the right to health, how much shall be spent
to realize that right at home, and how much shall be spent to
do so in developing countries via research? That, in a nutshell, is the essence of the distributive question.
Robertson has proposed several ways to benchmark domestic progress toward Covenant rights, but has not consideredthe relatedissue of distributivefairnessand benchmarking
progress toward the international realization of Covenant
rights.50In this section, I will consider some strategies for
benchmarking, including both elaborations of Robertson's
methods and novel approaches. Where possible, I will apply
these strategies to the available data on research funding in
diseases of special interest to the developing world.
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Subjective Reasonableness
One way to measure a state's compliance is to judge the
adequacy of its funding on a particular biomedical research
problem as against its own recognition of the imperativeness
of the problem. In other words, the level of funding allocated
to foreign priority research ought to be commensurate with
a state's subjective assessment of the gravity of a situation
inimical to the right to health. That assessment may be produced either by the state itself or by another party such as an
expert international agency, providing it is endorsed in the
result by the state. When the state funds foreign priority research at a level that is unreasonably low in the light of its
own assessment of the gravity of a threat to health, it is unlikely to be meeting its ICESCRobligations.
The AIDS crisis provides an example. Nobody doubts
the severity of the AIDS problem, and for good reason. Some
of the numbers are staggering.A disease unknown before 1981
became, by 1990, the 28th most serious contributor globally
to preventable death and disease. This conflagration of accelerating infectivity is expected to continue until sometime
early in the next decade, when the incidence of HIV infection is expected to drop. By that time, AIDS will probablybe
among the top 10 causes of death and disability. It will probably still be in the top 10 in 2020.11It blights industrialized
and developing countries alike. In the United States, AIDS is
the leading cause of death among those between the ages of
25 and 44, and in Uganda, as much as 8% of the population
may be HIV-positive, explaining why in many parts of the
country AIDS is the most common cause of hospital admissions and deaths.52'53
In view of all that, it is unsurprising that states count
AIDS among their paramount public health concerns. That
is evidenced by the lavish funding developed states give AIDS
research programsin relation to the present-day incidence of
the disease. Indeed, one can be forgiven for supposing that
funding bodies may be overreacting to AIDS. Robert
Livingston, chair of the AppropriationsCommittee of the U.S.
House of Representatives, has said, "We spend $295 per patient on cancer research, $93 on heart disease, $54 on
Alzheimer's, $26 on Parkinson's-and $36,000 per AIDS patient on research."54AIDS research has been, and remains, a
40
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colossal endeavor in several countries.55As a result, we now
understand the fundamental biology of HIV better than that
of any other virus. We have made great progress in slowing
the progress of the disease, perhaps even indefinitely, by socalled multidrug treatment.56But even in the midst of such
tremendous successes and abundant funding, the needs of
developing states are being egregiously ignored.
What must be appreciated is that the AIDS problem in
the developing world is both quantitatively and qualitatively
different from that of the developed world. In quantity, it is
tremendously more severe. Estimates vary, but a recent
UNAIDS estimate is typical in concluding that "of the 21
million people infected with HIV around the world, 94% live
in developing countries."57In quality, the problem is genetically distinct, and different viral subtypes are prevalent in
different parts of the world. An HIV-positive African, for instance, is unlikely to carry a virus of the same subtype as
that afflicting a North American patient.58 These different
subtypes possess certain unique immunological properties.
As a result, it probably will be necessary to research the basic immunology and molecular genetics of the particularsubtype for which one ultimately hopes to produce a vaccine.59
Research aimed at developing a North American vaccine,
while advancing the field as a whole, is by no means assured
to bring us nearer to a vaccine suitable for Africa.
When the AIDS problem of the developing world is correctly recognized as distinct, necessitating researchin its own
right, the research priorities of developed countries appear
parsimonious almost beyond belief. Multidrug treatment, the
much hyped development of the 1996 International Conference on AIDS, is now a richly-funded, booming topic of research.60It is also an enterprise of zero usefulness to the developing world.6' A multidrug "cocktail" of three anti-HIV
pharmaceuticals costs about $15,000 per year-many times
the per capita GDP of developing nations!62For that reason, a
fonder wish of developing states is that a HIV vaccine will
soon be developed that can help them. But that is unlikely
for the foregoing reasons, despite increases to AIDS research
funding and a proclamation by U.S. Secretary of Health and
Human Services Donna Shalala that "We will never give up
our fight to develop [an HIV]vaccine."63In the U.S., a modest
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8% of the country's AIDS research budget, or $116 million,
was allocated to vaccine research in 1996.64 What is worse,
very little of that amount is spent researching vaccines for
the HIV subtypes that prevail in the developing world. The
former director of the Rockefeller Foundation's International
AIDS Vaccine Initiative estimates that only about $5 million
per year is spent worldwide to develop HIV vaccines for the
developing world.65
Research funding as petty as that speaks to a systematic
and near total neglect by industrialized states for a paramount
research priority of developing states. In the face of vast AIDS
research budgets, it is an insult to the value of lives in the
developing world. It must be recalled that the developing
world lacks the technical ability of industrial states; consequently, it is morally reprehensible to neglect their vaccine

research needs-an omission they cannot possibly address
on their own.66In the light of a worsening AIDS crisis in the
developing world, the severity of which industrialized states
do not dispute, there can be no question that the right to
health is not being progressively realized as the ICESCRreThe blithe acceptance of that situation by indusquires.67'68
trialized states is nothing less than a callous violation of international law, and it deserves to be so condemned.
Contextual Comparison

Robertson proposes the possibility of measuring compliance by making comparisons among the expenditures of
states. Although comparisons of this kind are not conclusive

of (non)compliance with ICESCRobligations, they can still
furnish useful indices. Consider the method in Robertson's
words:
[W]hatseems reasonableare comparisonsbetween certain
countries.... Forexample,if developedcountrieswith comparableeconomies are spendingdifferentamounts on real-

izingICESCRrights,then that is indicative,in the caseof
the low-spender,of non-compliancewith Article 2.... This
is not to say the high spendersare in compliance. It simply

meansthatby one indicatorthe low spenderis not.69

This approach lends itself very neatly to an analysis of
malaria research funding. Malaria is a particularly instruc42
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tive example for the reason that, unlike AIDS, it is essentially a disease of developing states only, and every dollar
developed states spend on malaria research is thus for the
benefit of developing states only.70In other words, research
on malaria is prima facie foreign priority research.
The magnitude of the malaria problem is hard to exaggerate. The numbers speak to a disease of tragic and staggering presence:
[Malaria]
threatens40 percentof the world'spopulation2400millionpeople-in morethan90 countries.It causes
anestimated300-500millionclinicalcasesand1.5-2.7milliondeathsperyear.Ifthesefiguresaren'tworryingenough,
incidencesof the diseaseareon the increase.71
To that, add the cruelty that malaria hits the poorest of
poor states, those of sub-SaharanAfrica, disproportionately.
Over 90% of worldwide cases are African. There, the disease
tends to coincide seasonally with harvest time, sapping human strength just when villagers most need it to secure their
economic well being. Malaria also assails the weakest: children are much more vulnerable than adults. The disease will
kill one African child in 20 before the fifth year and is the
cause of about a million childhood deaths annually.72'73
To
imagine such a number, envision seven jumbo jets, full of
children, crashing every day.
Notwithstanding these facts, the developed world has
not taken up malaria research with anything resembling enthusiasm. Though malaria in sub-Saharan Africa alone destroys 76% more years of productive life than do all cancers
in all economically developed countries, worldwide funding
for malaria research in 1993 was approximately $84 million,
or only about $42 per fatal case-a pittance, as some have
called it.74'75'76
And in recent years, as the global incidence of
malaria has worsened considerably, some states' funding has
stood still or backslid.77Other states support only token research investment. Not a single state today has increased its
funding other than incrementally.
The U.S. provides an example of backsliding. Although
it remains the single largest supporter of malaria research, it
nearly halved its research funding between 1985 and 1994,
from about $65 million to $35 million.78This is true despite
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large and ongoing increases in real terms in the budgets of
NIAID and the health program of USAID.79A recent and
much-touted funding increase for malaria research and control at USAID still leaves that agency with less funding than
it had in the 1980s.80 At this writing, antimalarial drug and
vaccine development programs at the U.S. Department of
Defense are threatened with downsizing, an incalculably stupid gesture at a time when experts anxiously proclaim "a
looming crisis [of] multidrug-resistant malaria with no safe,
effective alternatives for treatment."1'8l2Even so, researchers
are optimistic about recent advances in understanding the
malaria parasite's genetics and epidemiology.83To sum up, in
a period of growing national research budgets, worsening disease mortality and morbidity, and optimism among researchers, the U.S. has in recent years turned its back on malaria
funding.
In the U.K., by comparison,public sector malariaresearch
funding has nearly stood still.84From 1983 to 1994, such funding comprised approximately 1.5% of the budget of the Medical Research Council, for a total expenditure of about $6 million in 1994. The U.K. overseas development agency, the Department for International Development (DFID),contributed
roughly another $3.2 million.85 The British contribution,
while insufficient, seems to at least reflect a continuity of
interest.86

It is hardly comforting that, between them, the American and British governments account for about 60% of the
global total spent on malaria by the public and charitable sectors. Multilateral agencies and charitablefoundations account
for most of the balance.87Other states' contributions are truly
small. Including funds distributed via multilateral agencies,
Australia funds about $2.8 million of research a year, Canada
about $3 million, and France about $3.3 million.88
It is abundantly clear that no state is overly lavish in
funding malariaresearch.The "good"are distinguishable from
the "wicked" only by virtue of not having backslid on what
was a petty contribution in the first place. To insist on nominating one state as exemplary, for the purpose of setting a
benchmark by which to compare other states, is rather like
singling out one of Snow White's seven dwarves for praise as
the tallest. In this case, the comparative method proposed by
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Robertson is not terribly informative, except to illustrate that
among biomedical research priorities, malaria occupies a
shamefully low rank. The Wellcome Trust reports:
[I]tis clearthatfundingfor[malariaresearch]is verylow in
comparisonwith othermajordiseaseareas.... [R]esearch
investmentperfatalcaseis about80 timesgreaterforHIV/
AIDS,and 20 times greaterfor asthmathan it is for malaria.89
Given the ready availability of research funds for AIDS
and asthma, but not for a matter exclusively of foreign priority research, it is impossible that, as far as malaria is concerned, the Covenant right to health is being progressively
realized sufficiently by any state.90
Decision-Making
The foregoing examples illustrate that states can and often do arrive at funding decisions that fail to effectuate their
obligation to realize Covenant rights. These failures may arise
either independently or as the result of systematic lacunae
in the allocation of research funding. The interesting question therefore arises of whether the process by which research
funding decisions are made takes account of a state's ICESCR
obligations. A decision-making process that gives weight to
ICESCR obligations is, at very least, indicative of a state's
willingness to progressively realize Covenant rights, if not
quite a measure of compliance.
To answer this, it is necessary to relate in rough sketch
the process by which scientific research comes to be publicly
funded.91The process begins when a scientist writes a project
proposal comprising the subject and goal of the research to
be undertaken, the experimental strategies that will be used
to reach the goal, and a budget for the human and technical
resources that will be required. The scientist then submits
the proposal as the central part of an largerapplication to the
appropriateresearchprogram(s)of the state funding body. The
proposal undergoes peer review, a process by which scientists expert in the field consider the proposal's merit along
with competing proposals and award a rating accordingly. In
general, only proposals which are judged scientifically and
ethically sound, technically feasible, responsive to the trends
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in the field, and consonant with the mandate of the research
program garner a favorable rating and become eligible for
funds. The separation of the rating decision from the disbursal decision can produce harsh results. Competing demands
from other highly ratedproposalsgenerally mean that projects
must be funded at a level less than that requested by the researcher-and that is true for the lucky ones. It is not at all
uncommon for outstanding, "alpha-rated"projects to go entirely unfunded.
In a scheme such as this, it would be quite feasible to
introduce a requirement that ICESCRobligations be considered as one factor in the making of the funding decision. The
most far-reaching (but most costly) way to institute this
change would be for states to create and endow dedicated
research programs, aimed exclusively or primarily at funding
foreign priority research. If funds were earmarkedin this way,
it would give scientists a powerful incentive to propose new
projects or reorient existing ones in order to become eligible
for the funds. Rather automatically, scientists would become
allied to the state's endeavors in realizing ICESCR obligations abroador, for that matter, domestically.
At present, where dedicatedresearchprogramsexist, they
are overwhelmingly dedicated to research problems of the
developed world, an imbalance that mirrors the overall scarcity of funds for foreign priority research. A search of the
Wellcome Trust's Sources of Biomedical Research Funding
databasereveals that of 33 programsadministered by the British Government Research Councils, only one is dedicated to
tropical medicine research.92Perhapsthe other programsfund
tropical medicine research from time to time, but they do
not invite such applications expressly. By comparison, 29 of
the 33 programs specifically invite applications for cancer
research, and 25 programs do so for cardiovascular research.
Apart from establishing new research programs, states
could adapt existing programs to become more "ICESCRfriendly" merely by changing the application instructions
given scientists and the correspondingevaluation instructions
given peer review committees. Such changes could be made
at virtually no marginal cost. If scientists were asked, inter
alia, to comment on how their proposed research may be
relevant to health in the developing world, project proposals
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would necessarily be conceived with this objective in mind.
Similarly, if peer review committees were informed that the
state is under an international legal obligation to promote
health in developing countries that are party to the ICESCR,
and were instructed to weigh this obligation as a criterion in
rating proposals, then funding decisions would to a degree
gravitate toward supporting foreign priority research. Adopting such instructions would require no more than an extra
one or two paragraphsof print per application and a few moments of deliberation on the part of the peer review committee.93
It is difficult to say whether such instructions are presently in use at national research councils.94 Given the notable dearth of enthusiasm that scientists and human rights
lawyers muster for one another's work, it seems unlikely.95
According to Dr. John Evans, who chaired the Commission
on Health Research for Development during the preparation
of its 1990 report on the equity of health research, instructions of this kind are rare to nonexistent.96 It is striking that
Dr. Evans recalls no occasion on which a state presented evidence to the Commission showing that ICESCRobligations
were among the criteria used to guide national research priorities. Rather, the Commission was frequently told that the
availability of funding was entirely merit-driven:if applicants
put forwardgood and appropriateresearchproposals, the state
would fund them.97Such a passive approach evinces a weak
hand in guiding science policy and orienting the state's research priorities, not to mention a feeble commitment to the
state's international responsibilities. Yet it seems to be the
rule among states, and perhaps worse, a rule in which their
scientific establishments take pride.
Few unequivocal conclusions can be drawn about the
decision-making processes of research funding in relation to
state compliance with the ICESCR. The processes are not
entirely transparent, especially at the peer review stage, and
little information is available apart from the merely anecdotal. Yet even with so little to go on, it seems that the
inequity of biomedical research is institutionally rooted, and
that reform is needed in the processes by which funding
bodies design research programs, solicit research proposals,
and conduct peer reviews.
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If states are to begin to fulfill their ICESCRobligations
and animate the moribund right to health, it is in the halls of
their science ministries that the work should begin. Sometimes working for change in the most unlikely places can
bring profound results. The challenge for international human rights lawyers must be to throw their voices into the
alien territory and culture of science to motivate that change.
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